






I see a tall tree standing all alone in a field.

The sky full of blue.

The grass all shades of green.

Mountains rising upward in the distance.



Standing silently in the middle of the field

the Tree of Destiny loomed large in front

of me.

As a child I climbed it’s branches, sat high

up almost touching the blue open sky. 

This was the place, a tree, a field with

views of distant mountains.



The village of Moonfleet lies half a mile

from the sea on the right or west bank

of the Fleet stream. This rivulet, which

is so narrow as it passes the houses that

I have known a good jumper clear it

without a pole, broadens out into salt

marshes below the village, and loses itself

at last in a lake of brackish water.

Written by J Meade Falkner







The churchyard was damp and overgrown. I crouched among

the nettles, by the graves of my father, my mother and my

little brothers. The wind roared around me and twenty miles

away, across the marsh, the sea howled. Mist and fog waved

long white fingers through the churchyard.

Written by Charles Dickens









Written by J R R Tolkien

In a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit.

not a nasty, dirty, wet hole, filled with ends of

worms and an oozy smell, nor yet a dry, bare,

sandy hole with nothing in it to sit down on or

to eat: it was a hobbit-hole, and that means

comfort.



It had a perfectly round door

like a porthole, painted

green, with a shiny yellow

brass knob in the middle of

the door.

The door opened on to a tube-shaped hall

like a tunnel: a very comfortable tunnel

without smoke, with panelled wals, and

floors tiled and carpeted, provided with

polished chairs, and lots and lots of pegs

for hats and coats – the hobbit was fond

of visitors.

The tunnel wound on and on, going fairly

but not quite straight into the side of the

hill – The Hill, as all the people for many

miles round called it …











The villagers of Little Hangleton still called it

‘the Riddle House’, even though it had been

many years since the Riddle family had lived

there. It stood on a hill overlooking the village,

some of its windows boarded, tiles missing from

roof, and ivy spreading unchecked over its face.

Once a fine looking manor, and easily the largest

and grandest building for miles around, the

Riddle House was now damp, derelict and

unoccupied.




